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CASPER:
1) You have your Cherry Blossom Festival back there BUT we have our
Lompoc Flower Festival,... positively AMAZING! North of Santa Barbara,
it's near the towns of Buellton, Solvang and Los Olivos, the site of
Michael Jackson's "Neverland Ranch!"
BONUS: The original Anderson's Pea Soup Factory is located right in
Buellton right on the way to Solvang, a shopping mecca for zillions of
tourists yearly,... a MUST SEE if and when you ever visit us here in So
Cal!
LOMPOC FLOWER FESTIVAL: All of May - first two (2) weeks of June.
2) If you have NOT read all of the other e-mails I've sent, my
comments
will NOT make sense to you; read those FIRST before continuing.
3) NO! Rick did NOT DIScredit Bill Ryan,.. well, not entirely anyways.
If you've read my other e-mails, you'll know that Bill shot himself in
the foot by going on these STUPID online forums and discussion groups
where they ripped him a "new one" and HE -- not "Project SERPO" -became the focus of the members.
Even the co-owner of the highly influential ATS Forum advised Bill
AGAINST going online -- and mind you that's HIS company! -- and, as he
predicted, "chaos ensued!"
4) Bill Ryan is a GREAT PR rep for our/your "Project SERPO" AND for
maintaining and running the Web site,... but that's it. He has neither
the temperament nor the refined judgment, the writing/editing skills,
and critical thinking skills to make methodical, measured and
well-informed responses.
The public reaction/input clearly demonstrates this, some of which I've
shared with you with the blitz of e-mails I've forwarded to you this
evening.
Everything was going pretty smoothly until you -- or whoever -- decided
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Everything was going pretty smoothly until you -- or whoever -- decided
to switch moderator's,... bad decision.
5) I spoke with Rick right when that stream was sent out early Friday
morning. Rick laughed at my choice of words and we're on good terms;
Bill OVERreacted and thought I was trying to "destroy" Rick,... NOT at
all.
6) NO! As I suspected, Rick was only the pass-through or go-between
for
the "new" postings from three (3) guys in AZ, two of whom, as you know,
were alternates for "Project SERPO" and, of course, Mr Hero, himself.
It was THEIR decision to switch moderators and because they didn't want
direct contact with Bill, they asked Rick to act as the "mule" for
them.
Rick then passed the info on to Bill via Fed Ex and encrypted e-mail.
That's the TRUTH and what REALLY happened, NOT Rick writing all this
stuff from a "dusty old science fiction novel that he wrote years ago"
as you INcorrectly believed.
POINT: They were NOT his creations,.. I BELIEVE Rick. Whether you
choose to believe Rick or not is YOUR call. NO reason to argue; I take
him at his word and We can remain on good terms; we can agree to
DISagree.
7) I REALLY PRESSED Rick about POSTINGS #1 - #11 and he SWORE that he
had NOTHING TO DO WITH ANY OF THEM and admitted to being the pass
through for POSTINGS #12 #13 and #15.
I believe him NOT only because his voice (on the phone) had the "ring
of
truth," but also based on what you/someone at THIS address told me just
about a week ago: That all of the information coming from Doty/Ryan
AFTER POSTING #11 was done to discredit everything WE had done up to
that point suggesting that POSTINGS # - #11 were LEGITIMATE and came
from YOU or someone at this address who was formerly at the lycos.com
address.
That's cool; I'm pleased they [#1 - #11] were on the "up and up."
8) READ my article in UFO Magazine
not
CNN or FOX, BUT look at what I was
INFLUENTIAL UFO Thread List: Spark
spread like a firestorm across the

if you have not already.

OK, I'm

able to do with my small, BUT highly
a "Project SERPO" PR campaign which
planet.

In fact, Rick advised me that there are 11 online discussion
forums/boards devoted to just "Project SERPO!" AMAZING, but we need to
get back on track,... SOON! –
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We monitor most communications on this subject and are wholly disheartened by the recent turmoil caused by Mr.
Doty's apparent success in discrediting Bill Ryan as a trusted messenger. You may be assured that you will be the
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direct and exclusive source for future information directed toward this focus group, if we are given the authority to
proceed, and until at least such time as a national campaign is begun. I cannot provide you with further details at this
time.
When you say that Mr. Doty "wants out" of any future posting, I assume that he admitted to you that he had taken on
the role of the source for the most recent postings and only acted as a conduit for postings 1-11, correct? The question
we have is why? He acted without authority or directive in this matter.
I am glad you enjoyed your burger today. It was sunny a nd warm here, for February. I anxiously await the Cherry
Blossom Festival. You should as well. It's a very exciting time for many.
I will be in touch soon. There is much to discuss on our end.
Casper
Victor Martinez <victorgm@webtv.net> wrote:
CASPER The Cherry Blossom GHOST:
1) The piece seemed to make EVERYone happy. Rick placed an "URGENT"
call that I phone him as word had spread that I was going to stream a
"hit" piece to destroy him in the UFO community. Based on the UNanswered
questions from you, I opted not to at this time, and instead sent out a
humorous piece that Rick had NO problems with, BUT that raised serious
questions in people's minds about him given his past record.
RESULT: He wants "out" of any future postings, so in that YOU "won"
meaning your objective was met.
2) I won't bombard you with ANY questions other than to comment that I
had those delicious burgers today at The Habit,... when are you going to
join me?
3) FLASH: UFO Magazine's Project SERPO hits the newsstands THIS Monday,
Feb 27, 2006, so make sure and pick up your copy! It's awesome!
4) Hey, I'm right here if you ever want to REsume the postings,... we'll
start with #12 since I am SATISFIED that #1 - #11 are LEGITIMATE,...
they were NOT Rick's handiwork,... at all.
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